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OUR MISSION
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ounded on the heels of the civil rights movement of the 1960s,
The Chicago Reporter confronts racial and economic inequality,
using the power of investigative journalism. Our mission is
national but grounded in Chicago, one of the most segregated
cities in the nation and a bellwether for urban policies.

The Reporter is the nation’s only nonprofit news organization whose
mission is to investigate race. That was true in 1972, and that is
still true today. We use data to show how the policies of government
and private institutions affect racial inequality, and we hold
policymakers accountable. We report from the viewpoint of the
people and communities affected by these policies. And we practice
journalism that informs change and solutions.

The Reporter works alone and in partnership with local and
national news organizations. Our reporting has been published by
The Nation, Mother Jones, The New York Times, Colorlines, Ebony,
Reveal/Center for Investigative Reporting and In These Times.
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Recent investigations and impact

n 2013, Chicago Public Schools closed 50 schools, more than
any other district in the country, igniting a firestorm among
educators, parents and community groups. Years later,
the Reporter examined the aftermath of the mass closures,
which hit poor, African-American neighborhoods the hardest.
So far, the neighborhoods have been left with vacant buildings,
despite promises that city officials would find new uses for the
former schools. The process has been less than transparent, so the
Reporter created an interactive graphic that allows community
groups to stay informed about prospective buyers and new uses
for the former schools.
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EMPTY SCHOOLS, EMPTY PROMISES
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Recent investigations and impact

ob sprawl and “spatial mismatch” — the disconnection
between where people live and where they work — has
changed the commute for many low-income workers who
now trek outside Chicago for retail and manufacturing
jobs in the suburbs and surrounding counties. It’s a
national trend, yet regional transportation systems across the
country focus on shuttling people into the central business districts
of cities, not transporting workers to the new suburban job hubs.
African-Americans in metropolitan areas with high levels of poverty
and segregation are most likely to live farthest from these retail
and manufacturing job centers. Our investigation highlighted an
overlooked and underreported barrier to employment for the
working poor — public transportation.
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Recent investigations and impact

hicago has spent hundreds of millions of dollars to
settle lawsuits against police officers, yet elected officials
have done little to rein in the behavior that results in
these cases. In 2016 we created an interactive database
of these lawsuits to quantify city payouts, identify the
officers sued, list the allegations in the lawsuits and organize them
by neighborhood. Our goal was to connect police accountability
to fiscal accountability, as well as to show the impact of police
misconduct in communities of color. In its 2017 report stemming
from its civil rights investigation of the Chicago Police Department,
the U.S. Department of Justice praised the Reporter’s database as a
tool for transparency: “Until The Chicago Reporter created its
database, based on court records and material requested through
public records laws, little information about these settlements
was publicly available.”
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ook County has one of the highest dismissal rates for
misdemeanor cases in the country. Eight out of 10
misdemeanor cases were dismissed from 2006 to 2012,
according to a Reporter analysis of records for 1.4 million
cases from county and state court officials. Our 2013
investigation found that police were arresting people for drug
possession, trespassing and other low-level offenses in an attempt
to deter more violent crimes. Yet most of these cases were tossed
out, often because police officers didn’t show up to testify. Prosecutors
continued to press charges, despite the high dismissal rate.
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SWEEPING THE STREETS

Recent investigations and impact

rom 2005 to 2007, a series of investigations into
high-cost lending showed that Chicago led the nation in
these loans, and that Countrywide Financial Corporation
was the biggest lender. African-American and Latino
homebuyers were hardest hit by these high-cost loans.
Illinois Attorney General Lisa Madigan used the Reporter’s
findings to file lawsuits against two of the country’s major lending
forces: Countrywide, which was purchased by Bank of America,
and Wells Fargo and Company. Four years later, Bank of America
settled for $335 million, the biggest residential fair-lending
penalty in U.S. history. A year later, Madigan struck a $175 million
settlement with Wells Fargo.
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THE HIGH COST OF HOME LENDING
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For a list of our awards, visit chicagoreporter.com/awards.

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
AND MAJOR DONORS

The Chicago Reporter is a program of the faith-based
Community Renewal Society, but we’re responsible for our
own funding. Our independent, nonpartisan journalism
is supported by 10 foundations and hundreds of individuals
from Chicago and across the nation. Our major donors
are the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation,
the Open Society Foundations, the Ford Foundation and
the Robert R. McCormick Foundation.

Read our investigations and donate to
The Chicago Reporter at chicagoreporter.com.
You can mail a contribution to:
The Chicago Reporter
111 West Jackson Boulevard, Suite 820
Chicago, Illinois 60604
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